Abstract: We show preliminary 10-37 micron high-resolution spectra taken with the Spitzer Space Telescope in 2008-9 of Mira variables distributed across the M, S and C chemical subclasses. Our complete sample of 25 galactic Miras was observed from two to several times during this Spitzer campaign and all have simultaneously measured near-infrared interferometric diameters acquired using the Palomar Testbed Interferometer. Because our sources are very bright for Spitzer IRS (typically 5-100 Janskys), we have excellent signal to noise and for many sources see marked changes in overall flux levels as a function of phase. Further, we are able to identify many strong emission lines and emission features due to silicate and carbon dusts and molecular constituents. We introduce the sample and the design of our experiment, discuss the data reduction required for such bright sources using Spitzer, show several examples of spectra with phase and discuss some preliminary findings.
Introduction:
Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) stars are low to intermediate-mass stars in the final stages of their evolution. They are characterized by H and He nuclear burning shells atop an electron degenerate core of C and O ash. Instabilities in the shell burning layers cause acoustically driven pulsations which loft the atmosphere away from the stellar surface. Convection mixes the burning constituents, and occasionally results in a process called "dredge up" which mixes the stellar ash throughout the AGB atmosphere. The pulsational instabilities can be regular or irregular; in the case of regular instabilities, astronomers observe a regular pulsation period typically of 200-500 days, characteristic of a Mira variable. If the acoustic pulsations are only somewhat regular or show no regularity, they are referred to as Semi-Regular Variables or Irregular Variables. These acoustic pulsations are readily recognized at optical wavelengths, where a Mira variable may vary up to 8 magnitudes during its pulsational period. Lofting of the atmosphere results in mass-loss from the star, reaching as high as 10 -5 M o yr -1 .
Depending upon the initial mass of the progenitor and other details of the evolution, the AGB star may survive the mass-loss and thermal-pulse evolution long enough to evolve from a star that produces atmospheric constituents with a C/O ratios less than 1, through a phase where C/O ~1, and eventually where C/O ratios are greater than 1. This sequence is mainly attributable to how much C or O is left over after most of the gaseous constituents have been trapped as CO. These stars are referred to as O-rich or M-type, S-type, and C-rich (R, N or C spectral types) or Carbon stars, and all may exhibit regular or irregular pulsation. The molecular constituents formed in their atmospheres are lofted out of the star's gravitational well, cooling and forming various solid-state constituents typically referred to as dusts. These dusts make up the majority of the material returned by stars to the interstellar medium and create characteristic signatures in the infrared spectra of AGB stars. AGB stars represent an important stage of stellar evolution, one which is complex to observe and even more so to model. For excellent review articles on AGB evolution, nucleosynthesis and carbon stars, see Herwig (2005) , Busso et al. (1999) , Wallerstein & Knapp (1998) , Habing (1996) and Iben & Renzini (1983) .
Below we discuss the design and intent of our experiment, the sample itself, and the data acquisition and reduction processes. In section 5, we show data for four Miras and discuss the details of the observations and preliminary insights based on the dataset, including trends in emission lines and broader spectral features in Section 6. In the final section of the paper we talk about the plans for continuing our modeling and analysis of this dataset.
The Experiment:
The Spitzer Space Telescope (Werner et al 2004) Infrared Spectrograph (IRS) (Houck et al 2004) spectral data acquired here are part of a larger experiment to attempt to completely characterize the circumstellar atmosphere and dust environment of a group of Mira variables. The reasoning behind the experiment is that, because Mira atmospheres and dust production are complex, simultaneous ground and space-based data needed to be acquired to constrain the state of the stellar photosphere, atmosphere and dust producing region. Our approach relied on having ground-based optical interferometry in the K-band (centered at 2.2 microns) at the Palomar Testbed Interferometer (PTI) (Colavita et al. 1999) to constrain the photospheric size. The world-wide amateur community of variable star observers, represented in databases maintained by the AAVSO and AFOEV, are able to track the optical magnitude changes for most Miras observable by PTI throughout a majority of their cycles. Besides the basic pulsational characterization, these data can also be indicative of "dust events" (Kotnik-Karuza et al. 2006 ).
Spitzer spectral data are best used to examine the cooler portions of the stellar atmosphere and the circumstellar environment, in particular the dust condensation products being formed from the gas. It has long been noted that the ultraviolet, visible, and near-infrared spectra of Mira variables change over a pulsation cycle (e.g., Merrill 1940 , Luttermoser & Bowen 1990 Luttermoser 1996; Castelaz & Luttermoser 1997; Castelaz et al. 2000) . In the longer infrared spectral regime offered by Spitzer, it is important that various Miras of different spectral types (i.e., M, S, and C) be sampled at different phases through their pulsation cycles to see if such variation exists at these wavelengths too. A "typical" Mira has a pulsational period of approximately one year, and so the optimal sampling with Spitzer and PTI was determined to be approximately 1 month, such that the environment could be sampled at intervals of approximately 0.1 pulsational phase.
Distance information, which can be estimated in a number of ways including via PeriodLuminosity relationships (c.f. Whitelock et al. 2008; Kanbur et al. 1997; Alvarez et al. 1997) , parallax measurements (Knapp et al. 2003) or by using stellar masers (c.f. Vlemmings & van Lengevelde 2007; Kurayama et al. 2005) , can be used, along with the PTI-derived photospheric angular size, using the relation:
to determine an effective temperature and physical size of the atmosphere at the average location of the flux zone emitting at 2.2 microns in the star (where F bol is in erg cm -2 sec -1 and Θ is in milliarcseconds). With both a physical diameter and temperature, a much more accurate determination of the underlying photospheric temperature than can be determined than would be possible using canonical spectral-type-derived temperatures. Modeling the atmosphere of Mira variables is difficult as described by Luttermoser (2009) , however over the past few decades, significant progress has been made (e.g., Bowen 1988; Fleischer et al. 1992; Höfner et al. 1995; Höfner et al. 2003; Nowotny et al. 2010) . The data collected here will be fundamental in understanding the atmospheric structure of these stars. As described below (Section 7), this dataset will be used to help constrain future atmospheric modeling of these stars. All components can then be traced with time and phase of the variable star to allow insights into the interplay between pulsational cycle, photospheric size, and production of dust in the Mira. Clearly this process must be iterative, requiring a great deal of collaborative work between various teams who are expert in the techniques and codes being used. We are just now in the early stages of this investigation (Creech-Eakman et al. 2009 ).
The Sample:
A long-term project was launched in 1999 using the Palomar Testbed Interferometer (PTI) to study the pulsational behavior of a group of over 100 Mira and semi-regular variable stars across chemical subtypes and large range of periods (Creech-Eakman & Thompson, 2009 
Data Acquisition and Reduction:
The data were acquired during Spitzer GO program 50717, and the acquisition and reduction processes are described below for the data discussed herein.
Data Acquisition:
Stars were selected from the PTI interferometric sample such that: a) IRAS LRS data existed, and if possible, the stars were categorized as to dust spectral-subtype by Little-Marenin & Little (1990) or ; b) the stars were in optimal observing windows for Spitzer such that they could be observed a few to several times during Spitzer cycle 5; and c) the stars were bright enough to have excellent SNR, but not so bright that they were likely to saturate Spitzer IRS (ideally in the 5-50 Jansky range), though predicting this was somewhat problematic since the stars are variable. We were aware that this last point would necessitate the use of defringing algorithms to reduce the data. As such, dedicated backgrounds were taken for all stars as recommended by the Spitzer IRS team. In cases where the stars might be faint enough, low-resolution data were also acquired, especially at the shortest wavelength end of IRS so that the 5-10 micron range could be well-characterized for the stars.
All stars shown here have short and long high-resolution IRS spectra (SH and LH), while some also have short or long low-resolution data (SL or LL), as noted in Table 1 . To date we have reduced nearly all high-resolution data, with the exception that some data show unusual features due to saturation and/or large mismatches (which we are dubbing "the offset issue") between the short and long wavelength high-resolution modules.
Data Reduction:
The first step of the data reduction procedure was to subtract the dedicated background spectral image from the stellar spectral image, which produced a sky subtracted stellar spectral image. This was performed in IDL and using it we removed the background from the Image files (*_bcd.fits), as well as from the Mask files (*_bmask.fits) and the Uncertainty files (*_unc.fits).
Next we used the Spitzer IDL package IRSCLEAN to remove any rogue/bad pixels in these subtracted images. We not only removed the bad pixels automatically flagged by the program, but also those flagged additional by hand in all spectra, providing a much cleaner spectrum for each ABG star. To extract the stellar spectra from the stellar spectral image, we used the "Spitzer IRS Custom Extractor" (SPICE) tool. The standard procedure, which assumed a regular extraction of a point source, was implemented for all our sky subtracted and cleaned images. By using the bad pixel masks as well as other calibration data that come with our observations and is specific to the orbits and GO cycles, the SPICE package can extract and flux calibrate the IRS spectra. It should be noted that version of the calibration files used by SPICE need to be consistent with the version of the pipeline used to process the data.
Since all our AGB stars were bright, fringes produced internally within the spacecraft might have been introduced in our spectra during the observations. Hence, we next used the Spitzer IRSFRINGE tool to "defringe" each spectrum at this step. By default, IRSFRINGE removes both the primary and secondary fringe components automatically using a Fourier transform technique.
Next, the individual spectral orders needed to be reassembled into one complete highresolution spectrum. This was accomplished via our own IDL code to remove these order overlaps at certain wavelengths. No relevant data were deleted during this part of the process. For reference, band edges of the different orders across the IRS spectra occur in the SH mode at: 10.3852, 10.9597, 11.5927, 12.3096, 13.1111, 14.0293, 15.0813, 16.3248 and 17.7526 microns, and in the LH mode at: 19.7783, 20.8444, 22.0597, 23.4433, 24.9553, 26.7202, 28.7773, 31 .0703 and 33.7704 microns, as described in the IRS Data Reduction Cookbook. The last step of the data reduction procedure was to combine the individual nods of each module to create the final spectrum of each AGB star. First, the IRAF (Image Reduc tion and Analysis Facility maintained at NOAO) program rspectect (IRAF package onedspec) was used to create fits files. These files were then combined using the IRAF program imcombine. To create postscript files for the final spectra seen here, we extracted the flux values using the IRAF program wtextimage and then plotted those values versus their corresponding wavelengths. We present four panels of spectra below (Figures 1-4) along with information about phase and chemical subtypes in Table 1 .
Here we offer a few comments about the outstanding data reduction issues. As recommended by the Spitzer Science Center and the Cookbook data reduction procedures, we have tried to use the Spitzer program dark_settle to correct, or at least reduce, offsets seen between SH and LH data. In no case did this achieve the desired, or even measurable, results. Therefore other processes will be implemented to attempt to correct the offsets. These data are labeled "offset issue" in Table 1 . The saturated data cannot be recovered, and therefore we have chosen to plot only those data which are clearly not saturated. Saturation typically occurs at wavelengths short of 13 microns in the SH module. Finally, some of the SH data look anomalously "flat", almost as though a gain setting were different for these data. We are still trying to determine a diagnosis for these data, and so they are labeled "SH data issue" below. Stars with an '*' following the dust chemical subtype were typed by the authors. Phases and periods were derived from examining AAVSO and AFOEV data for the PTI portion of our program, and were derived independently from these data and assigned an epoch near 1999 when the PTI portion of the project started. Below we show and discuss a brief background and spectral panels for four Miras in our sample, two different M-types, one S-type, and one C-type Mira. In each case, details about the pulsational phase and data reduction are included in Table 1 above.
M-Type Mira Y Delphini
Y Del (M8e) was initially identified as a Mira-type variable by Campbell (1926) . While it has been studied in several maser searches (c.f. Sivagnanam et al, 1988; Lewis et al. 1990; Lewis, 1997) , no oxygen-rich masers have been identified in the circumstellar environment. It was observed with IRAS Low-Resolution Spectrometer (LRS) and typed as having an "SE4t" type silicate emission feature by , having a broad emission feature peaking at 10 microns and slowly decreasing past 13 microns, but with a 13 micron emission peak (the "t"), in continuum subtracted data. It was additionally observed using the CGS3 spectrometer on UKIRT (Speck et al. 2000) and typed to have a 10 micron silicate feature (silicate AGB-C in their Table 3 ) that tends to have narrower spectral features.
For Y Del, we have three spectra spanning about 4 months and 0.3 of its pulsational phase. All three spectra exhibit the classic 10 and 18 micron features attributed to amorphous silicates. Again we do not see much change in the overall shape of the spectrum despite a decrease in the overall brightness of the star. The strengths and ratios of the 17 and 33 micron features do vary markedly. There are also features longwards of ~20 microns that may be molecular bandheads. These features do not appear in U Lyr or S Lyr (see below), which may suggest an Orich chemical origin. 
M-Type Mira UX Cygni
UX Cyg (M4-6.5e) was first identified as a variable star having a peculiar spectrum by Pickering and Fleming (1905) . It is known to have all three classes of oxygen-rich masers, SiO, H 2 O and OH (c.f. Engels and Heske, 1989; Comoretto et al. 1990 ; Lewis 1997) and has been studied by many groups subsequently to understand the nature and motion of these masers. Its IRAS LRS spectrum was first typed by Little-Marenin & Little (1990) to be in the "Sil" feature class, having a broad classic silicate emission feature peaking at 9.8 microns. reclassified it as an "SE8t", having a peaked emission near 10 microns with a fast drop off toward 12 microns, but with a 13 micron emission feature (again the "t"), in continuum subtracted spectra.
The Spitzer spectra of UX Cyg were so bright that the spectrum was saturated for wavelengths shortward of 13 microns. While we cannot see the expected 10 micron feature, there is clearly a feature around 18 microns which is not like the typical amorphous silicate feature. This solid state broad feature appears to be composed of two overlapping peaks -one at ~17.5 microns and one at 20 microns, both broad. This may suggest that there are two distinct silicates contained within the dust around UX Cyg. Alternatively, there are several metal (Mg and Fe) oxides which could give rise to features within this region (c.f. Speck et al. 2000) . As with all the other spectra, the solid state features do not seem to vary much with time, whereas both the strengths and ratios of the emission lines at 17.6 microns and 33.2 microns change markedly from observation to observation. Note that the spectra start at 13 microns as the detectors were saturated shortward of this wavelength.
S-Type Mira S Lyrae
S Lyr (CSe) was first identified as a variable star by Espin & Anderson (1894). It was typed as and SC star by Catchpole & Feast (1971) and catalogued as an S-star by Stephenson (1976) . Little-Marenin & Little (1988) categorized it as an SC star based on its IRAS LRS spectrum. They show that the continuum-subtracted LRS spectrum is well-matched by a mid-infrared spectrum that blends both C and O-rich dust features (their Figure 3) . It was also spectrally typed by as an SE2, having a broad silicate emission feature peaking toward 10 microns. Because of the nature of S stars, there have been many attempts to spectrally type and verify S Lyrae's status as an S-type Mira (c.f. Noguchi et al. 1991; Jorissen et al. 1993) . A recent study examines ISO SWS spectra of S Lyr and other S-type stars as compared to O-rich miras in the ISO archive and finds a very different presentation for the dust at this wavelength regime as compared to O-rich stars (Hony et al. 2009 ).
When first observed in June 2008, the spectrum of S Lyr displays a broad solid-state infrared feature around 11 microns, which is most likely due to SiC. This feature appears stronger in the subsequent observations as the star goes through its pulsational maximum (panel 3), as do the apparent emission lines 17.6 and 33.2 microns. There is also a hint of a broad feature around 17 microns and possible a weak 30 micron feature. Although S Lyr is classified as an S or CS-star, its spectrum indicates that the circumstellar dust is carbon-rich (c.f. U Lyr below). Furthermore, S Lyr shows a weak sharp emission feature at ~11 microns superposed on the broad SiC dust feature; the feature also appears in the spectra of U Lyr, but not in those of the (O-rich) M-stars above. The lack of changes in the spectra of S Lyr is consistent with recent observations of well-known carbon star, V Cyg. Although the overall brightness changes, the shape and strength of the solid state features are not strongly effected despite obvious changes in the ratios of the prominent emission lines.
Figure 3: Five spectra of S Lyr covering from 0.758 through maximum to 0.168 pulsational phase. Note the change in the appearance of the spectrum as it goes through maximum in the third panel.
5.4 C-Type Mira U Lyrae U Lyrae was first identified as a long-period variable star by Campbell (1926) and thereafter identified as C-rich (Merrill et al. (1933) ). While it was observed by IRAS and has an LRS spectra (Olnon et al. 1986) , no dust typing of U Lyr was undertaken in any of the literature. The authors have examined U Lyrae's LRS spectrum and believe it is most similar to a 'Br1' spectral type, described in Sloan et al. (1998) .
The six spectra of U Lyr shown in Figure 4 were taken over the course of 5 months (about 1/3 rd of a pulsational period) and yet show very little variation from observation to observation. There is a strong 11 micron solid state feature which is most likely due to silicon carbide (SiC). There is a hint of an absorption feature at 13.7 micron which is due to C 2 H 2 . While C 2 H 2 is common in C-stars, this acetylene feature is remarkably strong considering that the dust shell is not optically thick. Similarly strong bands are seen for C stars in the LMC and SMC (Srinivasan et al 2010; Speck et al 2006) and in optically obscured galactic C stars. While the overall shape of the spectrum appears more or less unchanged, the strength and ratio of the emission lines at 17.6 and 33.2 microns do vary from observation to observation. In addition, U Lyr exhibits extra emission lines at ~11 microns and ~27 microns not seen in the O-rich (M-type) stars. The lack of change in the spectra over the course of a significant fraction of the star's pulsation cycle is consistent with recent observations of V Cyg, a well-known carbon star whose spectra have been studied for both temporal and spatial variations. For V Cyg, changes are lost in time and space suggesting that we see a very stable dust layer. 
Initial Insights:
We have visually inspected and, using the IRAF splot package, investigated all the highresolution spectra which we were able to reduce without significant uncertainties at the end of the processing. Several things are apparent in these spectra. In particular, certain strong emissions lines and broad features are seen in a large fraction of the spectra. These spectral features are more prevalent in certain chemical subtypes of the miras, and some of the features come and go, or in the case of a few spectral lines, go from absorption to emission, as the Mira pulsates. See Table 2 below for a brief cataloguing of features per star (inclusive of all phases of the data we have in hand). If the feature is in emission, we have labeled it with an "X", if in absorption with an "A", and if weakly in emission, with an "#". Stars with reduction issues that precluded such inspection are labeled "red. issues". Table 2 : Brief catalog of lines and features in the complete Spitzer dataset. Discussion of the symbols/notes can be found in the text.
Spectral Lines:
Strong Emission Features: Since these are cool large stars, one should expect emission features to result from H I, He I, neutral metals, singly-ionized metals, and molecules. Since the radiation field from the star and its deeper shocks should be relatively cool (i.e., a brightness temperature less, and possibly much less, than 8000 K), the emission lines seen should result from either collisional or fluorescent processes similar to the emission lines seen at shorter wavelengths in these stars and not from recombination processes. Should a line result from a collisional process (e.g., Mg II h & k and Fe II (UV1, UV62, UV63) at ultraviolet wavelengths, H Balmer lines at visible wavelengths), one might favor lines arising out of levels of lower energy over lines collisionally excited out of higher energy levels. Since we are at wavelengths greater than 10 microns, this might suggest transitions that semi-forbidden and forbidden transitions to be more favorable in forming emission lines in these stars as compared to allowed transitions since collisional processes would favor such transitions. Meanwhile, there are many examples of emission lines fluoresced from strong collisionally excited lines (see Luttermoser and Bowen 1992; Luttermoser 2000) . In addition to these items, lines associated with elements of higher abundance will be preferred over lines from lower abundance elements. Two sources were used to compile this line identification list: the ISO-SWS IR Spectral Line List (van der Hucht & Koornneef 1994) While there are several other emission features in these spectra, including those tabulated in Table 2 , we are still investigating the species that they could be and what makes sense in the context of the entire dataset. We are not entirely convinced that these lines are not influenced by artifacts of the data reduction process (for instance, beyond 35 microns where the spectra are known to be noisier).
Strong Absorption Features: In the wavelength regime of these spectra, it is likely that any strong absorption features seen will be due molecules involving relatively abundant species for a given spectral type. The strong feature near 13.7 microns in the carbon star U Lyr is due primarily to the Q, ν5 band at 13.70978 microns of the C 2 H 2 molecule, with perhaps some contamination of the n5 band of CHCH at 13.716 microns.
Broader Spectral Features:
Several broad and a few sharp features are seen in the spectra which are likely due to various solid state constituents in the circumstellar environments. The ones most readily identified are those known to be associated with the particular chemical subtypes. Readers should refer to Little-Marenin & Little (1988 , , Sloan et al. (1998) , Speck (1998) and many other relevant papers for detailed discussions on solid state/dust features identified in AGB stars.
We start with the dusts attributed to silicates, typically with broad features seen from 9-12 and 18-20 microns, attributed to the stretch and bend of the Si-O bond (referred to in the Table 2 as "10 broad" and "20 broad"). While the 20 micron feature is seen in nearly all the M-star spectra, it's only barely visible in a few of the S and C stars. The 10 micron feature is a little more problematic to see without subtracting a continuum, but there does appear to be some feature at 10 microns in nearly all the spectra collected, likely not strictly attributable to silicates. Further investigation of 10 micron features will necessitate use of the SL data, where available, and continuum subtracted spectral modeling based on PTI derived temperatures.
Next we examine the 13 micron "sharp" feature. Spectral features in this location have been the subject of much discussion in AGB stars over the years, and have been attributed to Al 2 O 3 (Vardya et al. 1986 ) and SiO 2 (Speck 1998) among M-type stars, and recently to SiS (Sloan et al. 2011) in S type stars. In this sample, the early silicate types ("SE1-4" class from ) tend to have a more obvious feature here, while the later "SE" types among the M Miras show no tendency for it. There is a hint of a feature in some of the S stars, but in none of the C stars in this sample. This may suggest that the feature has an oxygen related origin.
Carbon dusts have many features, one of the most important of which is due to SiC, a "sharp" feature at 11 microns. This feature is seen in all the C-type Miras, and tentatively in a few of the S-type Miras, one of which we show here (S Lyr - Figure 3) . It is frequently, but not always, accompanied by an absorption feature mainly attributable to C 2 H 2 at 13.5 microns in absorption.
Finally, we note an unusual feature in most of the spectra near 19 microns. We are not clear on the origin of this feature and it is possible that it may be an artifact of the data reduction process as it is near to the place where the SH and LH spectra are joined. This feature and many other features in these spectra will be investigated in the course of the next steps of this study, as described below.
7 The Next Steps:
The spectral and interferometric data reported here will be used to help constrain atmospheric models of these stars using a two-fold approach. First, detailed identifications will be made of the many of the emission lines, absorption lines and broad spectral features seen in these spectra. The strength of these features will then be empirically determined by fitting an appropriate blackbody to the continuum.
While this work is progressing, numerical modeling will be performed by using a combination of radiative transfer codes. As a starting point, radiative and convective equilibrium models will be determined for each star based upon its effective temperature, luminosity, radius, and mass through the use of the local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) code ATLAS (Kurucz 1970 (Kurucz & 1979 modified to handle cool star opacities using an opacity sampling technique for the boundbound transitions (Johnson et al. 1980; Johnson et al. 1988; Brown et al. 1989) . These models will then be used as input to an updated version of the Bowen hydrodynamic code (Bowen 1988) , modified to improve the calculation of atomic and molecular opacities, and dust formation. Details of these modifications will be supplied in a future paper.
The hydrodynamic models representative of each star will then be used in the non-LTE (NLTE) code PANDORA (Vernazza, Avrett, & Loeser 1973 & 1981 Luttermoser & Johnson 1992; Luttermoser et al. 1994 ) to determine NLTE level densities and emergent synthetic spectra scaled to the angular size of the stars in our sample as determined from the PTI data. Finally the output generated by PANDORA will be used as input to the DUSTY code (Ivezic, Nenkova, & Elitzur 1997 , Ivezic et al. 1997 , using appropriate dust chemical types, in order to model the circumstellar environment around these stars.
Once the modeling is complete, the output of our calculations will be compared to the observed spectra and empirical data determined in the first stage of our analysis. Should a good fit be found, the depth of formation of various features can be determined as well as an understanding of atmospheric structure changes during a pulsation cycle. From this work, we should be able to get a fairly accurate measure of the mass loss for these stars. Should the comparison be lacking, then adjustments can be made to the input parameters, such as abundances, effective temperature, luminosity, mass, and radius and the models recalculated until a good fit is found. Finally, comparisons of the observed angular sizes with the determined stellar radius will enable us to accurately measure a distance to each star and constrain a period-luminosity relationship for Mira variables.
